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Power dynamics are shifting as we
move into Web3
Is the decentralised nature of Web3 a new hope
for artistic freedoms?
There is a gap between artistic freedom in theory
and practice in the information technology age we
live in. This gap is defined by a grand dilemma:
Technology is an opportunity to empower, but at the
same time also a tool to constrain, harass or even
oppress the artist. We have seen how grand online
platforms for music, film, contemporary art, and
litterature have propelled many otherwise little
known artists to find an audience – but at the same
time this has made them dependent on new regimes;
the very platforms themselves. These platforms now
own the data-driven insights, the relationship to
the audience, the censorship power and, in essence,
full control over the artist. In addition,
historically, technology has never been evenly
accessible: Politically oppressed and poverty-
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stricken artists have been marginalised from
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participating in the internet revolution. A fact
that has moulded the fabric and dominant culture of
the internet into an anglo-centric, often noninclusive space defined and exploited largely by the
desires of large shareholder-owned corporations,
often based in the USA and China.
The decentralised nature of Web3 (the protocol on
which blockchain is based) holds the potential to
generate a fair, transparent and inclusive ecosystem
of exchange that can benefit the entire artistic
community.
While Web2, the internet we know today, is run from
servers owned by big tech companies, Web3 is a
decentralised web, where nonentity can control, shut
down or censor the
content. Cases are emerging that show the potential
of the decentralised web. Signals from the Global
South display how artists finally gain access and
fair remuneration for their work. The collaborative
platform AfghaNFT empowers grassroots artists from
around the world to help each other both financially
and emotionally in places that lack technical, legal
or cultural frameworks for sustaining an artistic
practice (like Afghanistan). They can display and
monetize their work in an environment owned and
governed jointly by themselves. In essence, a selfowned, decentralised social media platform centred
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around the purpose of empowering and funding
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marginalised artists to sustain themselves.
But this new-found potential for artistic freedom
can not be taken for granted. In practice, we are
already seeing the idea of access for anyone
starting to derail; mainly because Web3 still suﬀers
from a high technical learning curve. As a result,
new users naturally flock around easy-to-use
platforms created by first-moving Web3 companies, who
have managed to monetize their early success in
trading Web3 assets; so-called tokens. They have
been successful in creating large publicity
campaigns to attract newcomers, including the
artistic space. These platforms now sit in hegemonic
positions of control, similarly to what we’ve seen
in Web2.
Through decentralisation many of the legal,
technical and cultural types of censorship we see
today are removed. But we need cultural institutions
and policy makers to invest proper time and
willingness in engaging with Web3. Intermediaries
who can conciliate between the two fields are needed
to legitimise and implement the use of Web3
services. Otherwise the decentralised infrastructure
will maintain its position as obscure and irrelevant
for the artistic community.
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filters

Showing 27 signals

Den fraværende
samtalen?
Stadig flere snakker. Enda flere
snakker ikke sammen?

Blockchain brings
brand new renumeration
model to music artists
French DJ and producer Maël
Péneau, AKA Maelstrom, has
created a DJ mix NFT that will

On flattening
hierarchies and other
power dynamics
There is plenty of independent
artists who are benefitting from
using various Web3 rails to
generate revenues and build
their communities

NEW INC is an
incubator for people
working at the
intersection of art,
design, and
technology.

Will Web3 Repeat the
Same Mistakes as Web2?
As tech leaders conceptualize,
design and develop the next
iteration of the web, now is the
time for diversity, inclusion
and accessibility to be built
into every aspect of its being.

The metaverse: A latecapitalist
technocratic nightmare
marginalising
minorities?
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pay all the contributing artists
equally.

the living catalogue ›

A conversation with Raul
Zbengheci, Associate Director of
artistic
freedoms › insights
Operations & Public Programs

The “metaverse” to
potentially connect
and expand the (art)
world
A utopian new global domain for
artistic practice?

The NFT format is a
ponzi scheme to trick
artists and the public
to buy
cryptocurrencies
NFT artists may feel empowered
and liberated by the NFT format,
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The seductive idea of a virtual
utopia is compelling, but what’s
on oﬀer looks more like a latecapitalist technocratic
nightmare.

NFTs could empower
artists and
democratize the art
industry
Through these blockchain-enabled
digital assets, artists can
maintain ownership of their work
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but well-argued voices presents
alarming criticism.

and gain royalties from sales
without relying on
intermediaries.

How tokenized
communities – called
DAOs – can elevate
artists and artworks

Decentralised dreams –
The alternative
internet
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Collective as the
catalyst for freedom
of expression
Internet technology has brought
a new world for movements in
Indonesia, including the art
world
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Web3 has introduced a new type
of organization, "Tokenized
Communities," which promote
fundamentally diﬀerent economic
models than the mainstream
organizations that preceded
them.

As the internet gets
increasingly centralised,
Decentralised technologies are
on the rise, but their critcal
and empowering potentail is
largely ignored by the
mainstream artworld
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magazine committed to
blockchain
values of equality and
has the potential to
freedom of expression
compete against
billionaire auction
Tel Aviv-Jaﬀa based Tohu
bidders
Magazine published in English,
Hebrew, and Arabic aims to
serves as a platform for
critical discourse on significant
trends in contemporary art. They
further emphasize their local
expressions in Middle Eastern
culture since establishment in
2015.

Building financial
infrastructures in
countries without one
Web3 services enable financial
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De facto monopolys in
the decentralised era
OpenSea is an example of a de
facto monopoly on the blockchain
— for good and for worse

ConstitutionDAO raised raised
$40 million to buy & openly
exhibit U.S. Constitution
original copy of the U.S.
Constitution — in an attempt to
block billionaire private bidder
from obtaining the document as a
collectable

When and how is
something being
presented as a
favorable service?

The importance and
impact of architecture
To make blockchain as a
liberating tool, we need to work
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infrastructures and provide
A lot of Web3-based technologies
monetary ecosystems to creatives
are by design able to
the living catalogue › artistic
freedoms › insights
normally cut oﬀ of the value
remunerate, respectfully
chain
distribute/share and secure
rights to the creative workforce
but lack of understanding and
mainstream media's influence
impact awareness

Metaverse open world
art market place
Cryptovoxels is a virtual world
and metaverse, powered by the
Ethereum blockchain. Players can
buy land and build stores and
art galleries. Editing tools,
avatars and text chat are built
in
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in the micro-level WITH people
to make it legible and
empowering.

Empowering creators to
build their own market
parameters

The usage and the
potential of NFTs are
very diﬀerent things

Foundation is a platform that
aims to build a new creative
economy where creators can use
the Ethereum blockchain to value
their work in entirely new ways,
and build stronger connections
with their supporters

Osinachi has become one Africa's
foremost crypto-artists, using
digital means to both create and
sell his work
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Congolese artists
technology
arts
created an NFT to fight
cooperatives
colonialism
A Congolese art collective
created their own NFT depicting
a statue captured by
imperialists to gesture a
reappropriation of the statue
that originally belonged to the
village.

The feminist internet
There is no feminism, only
possible feminisms. There is no

The Sphere is a blockchainproject aiming to rewire how we
fund performing arts by
experimenting with business
models that create a radical
shift on how we think of and
manage IP to stimulate artistic
diversity and innovation and
reduce ineﬀiciencies

There is no dialogue
between the blockchain
community and the art
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Technology is not
enough — the right
culture/usage is still
key
Blockchain-based technologies
has the potential to democratise
the art world but only insofar
as the users include the wider
cultural workforce

Policy’s role as a
digital watchdog to
secure rights &
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internet, only possible
internets.

world
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Stina Gustafsson is baﬀled by
the lack of blockchain/art
dialogue, and her ambition is to
bridge the gap to democratise
the wider cultural workforce
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payment from digital
platforms
Magdalena Moreno emphasises that
UNESCO and IFACCA have limited
experience/expertise in the
digital area, although Magdalena
stresses it's important.
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